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% Reduce -r- and —^— to a common denommator.
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ac ^ah-\-b-
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3. Reduce -^—, -^ , and d to fractions having a common
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5. Reduce ;z, — , and—;— , to a common denommator.
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6. Reduce ^r-^ 7—, and — , to a common denominator.
2a'^ 2a' a

9.a"b 2a^c , 4a3£Z b ae 9.ad

^'''- 4^' 4^' ^"^ 4^ '
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CHAP. X.

O/'^/ie Multiplication a??^? Division ©/"Fractions.

101. The rule for the multiplication of a fraction by an

integer, or whole number, is to multiply the numerator

only by the given number, and not to change the deno-

minator: thus,

2 times, or twice i makes ^, or 1 integer

;

2 times, or twice | makes ~; and

3 times, or thrice i makes i, or f

;

4 times -^^ makes ^, or lA, or 1~.

But, instead of this rule, we may use that of dividing the

denominator by the given integer, which is preferable, when
it can be done, because it shortens the operation. Let it be

required, for example, to multiply ^ by 3; if we multiply

the numerator by the given integer we obtain %^, which
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product vvc must reduce to |. But if we do not change

the numerator, and divide the denominator by the integer,

we find immediately |, or 2^, for the given product ; and,

in the same manner, -;|. multiphed by 6 gives y , or 3^.

102. In general, therefore, the product of the multiphca-

^ . a , . ac - , .
,

tion ot a fraction -y- by c is y ; and here it may be re-

marked, when the integer is exactly equal to the denominator,

that the product must be equal to the numerator.

r J taken twice, gives 1

;

So that < y taken thrice, gives 2

;

(^ I taken four times, gives 3.

And, in general, if we multiply the fraction -r- by the

number b, the product must be a, as we have already shewn

;

for since -j- expresses the quotient resulting from the di-

vision of the dividend a by the divisor b, and because it has

been demonstrated that the quotient multiplied by the divisor

will give the dividend, it is evident that j- multiplied by b

must produce a.

103. Having thus shewn how a fraction is to be mul-

tiplied by an integer ; let us now consider also how a Iraction

is to be divided by an integer. This inquiry is necessary,

before we proceed to the multiplication of fractions by frac-

tions. It is evident, if we have to divide the fraction i by
2, that the result must be | ; and that the quotient of |
divided by 3 is f. The rule therefore is, to divide the

numerator by the integer without changing the denominator.

Thus

:

i-|- divided by 2 gives — ;

ii divided by 3 gives ^tt ' ^w<i

4|- divided by 4 gives~ ; &.c.

104. This rule may be easily practised, provided the

numerator be divisible by the number proposed ; but very

often it is not: it must therefore be observed, that a fraction

may be transformed into an infinite number of other ex-

pressions, and in that number there must be some, by which

the numerator might be divided by the given integer. If

it were required, for example, to divide | by 2, we should

change the fraction into |, and then dividing the numerator

by 2, we should immediately have ^ for the quotient

souoht.
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In general, if it be proposed to divide the fraction -r

CLC

by c, we change it into -^— , and then dividing the nume-

rator ac by c, write -r- for the quotient sought.

105. When therefore a fraction -y- is to be divided by an

integer c, we have only to multiply the denominator by that

number, and leave the numerator as it is. Thus | divided

by 3 gives ^'-, and ,^,^ divided by 5 gives -^-q.

This operation becomes easier, when the numerator itself

is divisible by the integer, as we have supposed in article

103. For example, A divided by 3 would give, according

to our last rule, -^-^% but by the first rule, which is applica-

ble here, we obtain xV, an expression equivalent to ^, but

more simple.

106. We shall now be able to understand how one fraction

Qi C

-J-
may be multiplied by another fraction -y. For this pur-

f
pose, we have only to consider that -v means that c is di-

vided by d\ and on this principle we shall first multiply the

fraction -j- by c, which produces the result -y-; after which

etc
we shall divide by tZ, which gives -y-r.

Hence the following rule for multiplying fractions. Mul-
tiply the numerators together for a numerator, and the de-

nominators together for a denominator.

Thus I by ^ gives the product |^, or |

;

•I
by 4- makes t\- ;

|- by -rV produces ^t? or -r'^j ; &c.

107. It now remains to shew how one fraction may be

divided by another. Here we remark first, that if the two

fractions have the same number for a denominator, the

division takes place only with respect to the numerators;

for it is evident, that -rV are contained as many times in -r^

as 3 is contained in 9, that is to say, three times ; and, in

the same manner, in order to divide nV by tV, we have only

to divide 8 by 9, which gives |-. We shall also have 4o ^"^

U, 3 times; V^-„- in t-\%, 7 times; ^V i» ^' t' &c.

108. But when the fractions have not equal denominators,
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vvc must have recourse to the method already mentioned for

reducing them to a common denominator. Let there be,

for example, the fraction y to be divided by the fraction

c
—-. We first reduce them to the same denominator, and
a

there results rT to be divided by -77- ; it is now evident
od ^ do

that the quotient must be represented sin) ply by the division

of acZ by 6c; which gives y-.

Hence the following rule : Multiply the numerator of the

dividend by the denominator of the divisor, and the de-

nominator of the dividend by the numerator of the divisor

;

then the first product will be the numerator of the quotient,

and the second will be its denominator.

109. Applying this rule to the division of |- by f, we
shall have the quotient W ; also the division of \ by \ will

give -^^, or |, or 1| ; and ^i- by |- will give -^, or |-.

110. This rule for division is often expressed in a manner
that is more easily remembered, as follows : Invert the

terms of the divisor, so that the denominator may be in the

place of the numerator, and the latter be written under the

line ; then multiply the fraction, which is the dividend by
this inverted fraction, and the product will be the quo-
tient sought. Thus, I divided by \ is the same as i mul-
tiplied by \, which makes |^, or 1^. Also |- divided by \ is

the same as -|- multiplied by |, which is 14 ' ^i* tt divided

by 1^ gives the same as ^|. multiplied by y, the product of
which is ^^14, or

J-.We see then, in general, that to divide by the fraction f is

the same as to multiply by ^, or 2 ; and that dividing by
-f

amounts to multiplying by f , or by 3^ &c.

111. The number lOO divided by \ will give 200; and
1000 divided by \ will give 3000. Farther, if it were re-

quired to divide 1 by two j the quotient would be 1000

;

and dividing 1 by ^_^'^.^^, the quotient is 100000. This
enables us to conceive that, when any number is divided by
0, the result must be a numbej- indefinitely great ; for even
the division of 1 by the small fraction -,-g-^j^^^_g_ gives for

the quotient the very great number 1000000000.
112. Every number, when divided by itself, producing

unity, it is evident that a fraction divided by itselfnmst also

give 1 for the quotient ; and the same follows from our rule

:

for, in order to divide \ by
I.,

we must multiply \ by |, in

D
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which case we obtain \l, or 1; and if it be required to

divide -j- by t", we multiply -j- by — ; where the product

—J-
is also equal to 1.

113. \Ve have still to explain an expression which is

frequently used. It may be asked, for example, Avhat is the

half of 1^? This means, that we must multiply 1 by 4- So
likewise, if the value of i of

I-
were required, we should

multiply -1 by |-, which produces i^ ; and ^ of -^^ is the

same as -j'-^ multiplied by 1, which produces ^-J.

114. Lastly, we must here observe, with respect to the

signs -f- and — , the same rules that we before laid down for

integers. Thus -f-i multiplied by — y, makes —^; and
— ~ multiplied by — *-, gives -\--^- Farther —| divided

b}-^ -|-|-, gives —ii; and —A divided bv — ^, gives +-f|^,

or -fl-

QUESTIONS FOR PRACTICE.

1. Required the product of -^ and —

.

Ans. ^--

% Required the product of — , — , and -^. Ans. -^

6. Required the product ot — and —t—' ^>is.—\* a a-\-c a'-\-uc

4. Required the product of -;^ and -^ . Ans. —-'

5. Required the product of -u- and -7— Ans. '

^ ' 5 2a 5a

o. Requu-ed the product ot — , , and ---. Jns. 9cix.
Cl C rCt)

hx Cl

7. Required the product of Z* -j

—

'- and —

.

Ans.
ah-\-bx

X
yi ^J ^a

[
^2

8. Required the product of
^-—j and —r-,—

.

be b-\-c

Ans
x*-b*

6«c+ be'
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X-\-\ X — 1

9. Required the product of x\ , and -37-

x^—x
ir-\-ab

X 2-r

10. Required the quotient of -77 divided by -j^. Ans. \\.

11. Required the quotient of -y- divided by -,

12. Required the quotient of ^ ^ divided by .
•

5.v--\-6ax-\-a'^

13. Required the quotient of—-j— divided by .
.

Ans. —,—^

—

X'+ a-'
i

14. Required the quotient of— divided by y^. Ans. -ttx •

4x^ . 4.r
15. Required the quotient of-=- divided by 5x. Ans. ^Tk

x-\-\ ^x
16. Required the quotient of —T7— divided by -77

17. Required the quotient of

-

x j divided by

^x

jr+l
Ans. —.—

4x

Qcx

Id'
x— b

x'^— b^
18. Required the quotient of—;

—

orTTTn- ^i^i^^^ ^J "

x"-\-bx h
7-- Ans. X -\- —

x — b X

d2


